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1 Nobel prize for Chemistry 2011.The three-dimensional fundamental equations of elasticity of quasicrystals with extension to quasi-static
electric effect are expresses in both differential and variational invariant forms for a regular region of
quasicrystal material. The principle of conservation of energy is stated for the regular region and the con-
stitutive relations are obtained for the piezoelasticity of material. A theorem is proved for the uniqueness
in solutions of the fundamental equations by means of the energy argument. The sufﬁcient boundary and
initial conditions are enumerated for the uniqueness. Hamilton’s principle is stated for the regular region
and a three-ﬁeld variational principle is obtained under some constraint conditions. The constraint con-
ditions, which are generally undesirable in computation, are removed by applying an involutory transfor-
mation. Then, a uniﬁed variational principle is obtained for the regular region, with one or more ﬁxed
internal surface of discontinuity. The variational principle operating on all the ﬁeld variables generates
all the fundamental equations of piezoelasticity of quasicrystals under the symmetry conditions of the
phonon stress tensor and the initial conditions. The resulting equations, which are expressible in any sys-
tem of coordinates and may be used through simultaneous approximation upon all the ﬁeld variables in a
direct method of solutions, pave the way to the study of important dislocation, fracture and interface
problems of both elasticity and piezoelasticity of quasicrystal materials.
 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Quasicrystals1, another form of solid matter beside the crystal-
line and the amorphous, refer to a new class of functional and struc-
tural materials, which are metallic alloys with quasi-periodic
translational symmetry and non-crystallographic rotational symme-
try (i.e., quasiperiodicity). This type of materials was discovered by a
seminal observation on non-crystallographic symmetry in an alloy
by Dan Shechtman on April 8, 1982, and later was reported by
Shechtman et al. (1984). Soon after this experimental paper, a purely
theoretical paper was published by Levine and Steinhardt (1984)
who dubbed the novel alloy as ‘‘quasicrystal’’. Recently, Hargittai
(2010) presented an account of the importance of structures beyond
crystals and the discovery and recognition of quasiperiodic materials.
Over the past quarter of a century, one-, two- and three-dimensional
quasicrystals with a high degree of structural features were observed
and investigated intensively both experimentally and theoretically.
The one (or two) -dimensional quasicrystals are the ones in which
the arrangement of materials is quasiperiodic in one (or two) direc-
tion, while they are periodic in other two (or one) directions, and the
three-dimensional quasicrystals present quasiperiodicity in all threell rights reserved.
: +90 212 2856454.
meci@itu.edu.tr (M. Cengizdirections. Quasicrystals are sensitive to mechanical, thermal, elec-
trical and similar effects, and their linear and non-linear elastic
and plastic properties, the thermal properties, and the electronic
structure were extensively investigated among their important
properties. The independent and non-vanishing ﬁrst order piezoelec-
tric, piezomagnetic, pyromagnetic, photoelastic and magnetoelectric
coefﬁcients were obtained (e.g., Yang et al., 1995; Hu et al., 1997;
Rama Mohana Rao et al., 2007). The reader is referred, for instance,
to the treatises (Fujiwara and Ishii, 2008; Suck et al., 2010) and a re-
cent comprehensive book by Fan (2011) for the development of
quasicrystals, including material properties, theories of elasticity
and some applications.
Several researchers in continuum physics attempted to establish
a mathematical modeling of elasticity of quasicrystals under
mechanical effect soon after their discovery (e.g., Bak, 1985a,b;
Levine et al., 1985; Lubensky et al., 1985; De and Pelcovits, 1987;
Socolar et al., 1986; Yang et al., 1993; Ding et al., 1993; Peng and
Fan, 2000; Hu et al., 2000; Shi, 2005; Fan et al., 2009; Chatzopoulos
and Trebin, 2010). The phenomenological theory of Landau and
Lifshitz (1958) on the elementary excitation of condensed matters
was essentially taken as the physical basis of elasticity of quasicrys-
tals, and two types of excitations, phonons and phasons, were con-
sidered for quasiperiodicity of materials. The phonon ﬁeld is similar
to that in crystals, and its gradient describes changes of a cell in
volume and shape. The gradient of the phason ﬁeld characterizes
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with two different arguments: Bak’s (1985a,b) argument and the
argument of Lubensky et al. (1985). According to the former, the
phason ﬁeld describes particular structural disorders or structure
ﬂuctuation in quasicrystals. The latter considers the phason ﬁeld
as diffusive with very large diffusive time (Fan and Mai, 2004).
Levine et al. (1985) and Lubensky et al. (1985) studied the elasticity
of quasicrystal materials and, they derived the equations governing
the elasticity of three-dimensional (icosahedral) quasicrystals. Also,
Yang et al., (1993) presented the linear elasticity theory of three-
dimensional (cubic) quasicrystals. De and Pelcovits (1987) dealt
with the elasticity of two-dimensional (pentagonal) quasicrystals,
and Peng and Fan (2000) and Liu et al. (2004) with the elasticity
of one-dimensional, hexagonal and orthorhombic, quasicrystals,
respectively. A generalized theory applicable to the elasticity of
all quasicrystals was established by Ding et al. (1993) on the basis
of the laws of motion in continuum physics. The fundamental equa-
tions of quasicrystals were established in differential form, and the
associated boundary value or initial-boundary value problemswere
well posed. Various static and dynamic problems were solved for
the elasticity of one-, two- and three-dimensional quasicrystals
(e.g., Liu et al.,2004; Gao et al., 2008; Gao, 2009, 2010; Fan, 2011,
and references therein). Moreover, the uniqueness and existing of
solutions were investigated in the elasticity equations of quasicrys-
tals (Fan, 2011).
The fundamental equations of piezoelasticity of quasicrystals
may be grouped, following Mindlin (1974) and Deresiewicz et al.
(1989), as the divergence equations (i.e., Cauchy’s equations of mo-
tion for the phonon and phason ﬁelds and Maxwell’s equation for
the quasi-static electric ﬁeld), the gradient equations, the constitu-
tive relations and the boundary and initial conditions to supple-
ment the internal consistency (i.e., existence, uniqueness and
stability) of solutions. The divergence equations were established
in integral (global) form on the basis of the well-known axioms
of continuum physics, and then, in differential form under certain
regularity and local differentiability of the ﬁeld variables. The con-
stitutive relations were modeled in differential form under certain
rules and requirements of mechanics. The gradient equations and
the boundary and initial conditions were expressed in differential
form. In addition to their differential form, some of the fundamen-
tal equations were expressed in variational form by introducing an
energy functional for quasicrystals (Fan, 2011). The energy func-
tional generates only the divergence equations and the associated
stress boundary conditions, and has the rest of the fundamental
equations as its constraint conditions. The constraint conditions
are usually undesirable in computation since they prevent the free
and simple choice of trial (coordinate, shape) functions in an
approximate direct method of solutions. Nevertheless, a uniﬁed
variational principle operating on all the phonon and phason ﬁeld
variables was stated to be unavailable in the open literature
(Dökmeci and Altay, 2011). More importantly, the fundamental
equations of elasticity are in need of further development in order
to include some other (e.g., piezoelectric, pyroelectric and piezo-
magnetic) effects, which were reported in quasicrystals (e.g., Hu
et al., 1997; Rama Mohana Rao et al., 2007; Suck et al., 2010).
In thisworkwe develop the fundamental equations of piezoelas-
ticity of quasicrystals,which are still lacking among the publications
reported by the ‘‘ISI-Web of Science’’, as indicated in a recent techni-
cal report (Dökmeci and Altay, 2011). To begin with, the divergence
equations of piezoelasticity are recorded for a regular region of
quasicrystals in the next section. Also, the constitutive relations of
quasicrystals areobtainedby theprincipleof conservationof energy,
the gradient equations and the boundary and initial conditionswere
given in Section 2. In Section 3, we examine the uniqueness in solu-
tions of the fundamental equations and prove a theorem of unique-
ness bymeansof the energyargument, and enumerate theboundaryand initial conditions sufﬁcient to theuniqueness. In Section4,Ham-
ilton’sprinciple is expressed for a regular regionof quasicrystals, and
a three-ﬁeld variational principle is obtained. The variational princi-
ple is modiﬁed through an involutory (Legendre, Friedrichs) trans-
formation and a nine-ﬁeld variational principle is derived for the
region of quasicrystals. This variational principle operating on all
the ﬁeld variables has only Cauchy’s second law of motion for the
phonon stress ﬁeld and the initial conditions as its constraint condi-
tions. The variational principle is further developed for the regular
regionwithoneormoreﬁxed internal surfaceof discontinuity. Some
special cases, concluding remarks and further needs of research are
indicated in the last section.
We note that standard tensor notation is freely used in a Euclid-
ean 3-D space N in the text. Accordingly, Einstein’s summation
convention is implied for all repeated subscripts or superscript
Latin indices (1–3) and Greek indices (1,2), unless the indices are
enclosed with parentheses. The hi – system in the space is identi-
ﬁed with a ﬁxed, right-handed system of general orthogonal coor-
dinates. A comma and a semicolon stand for partial differentiation
and covariant differentiation with respect to an indicated space
coordinate hi, respectively, and a superposed dot for time differen-
tiation. An asterisk is used to denote a prescribed initial or bound-
ary quantity. A regular region of quasicrystals with its smooth
boundary surface, closure and a ﬁxed internal surface of disconti-
nuity is denoted by X [ @X [ S, oX, Xð¼ X [ @X) and S, respec-
tively. The unit vectors normal to the surfaces oX and S are
denoted by ni and vi, the time interval by T = [t0, t1) and the
Cartesian product of the region and the time interval by X  T.
Also, the bold-face brackets, [v] = v2v1, is adopted in order to
indicate the jump of a quantity across the surface of discontinuity
S. Further, Cab refers to a class of functions with its derivatives of
order up to and including a and b with respect to the space coor-
dinate hi and time t. The letters (m), (p) and (e) are used to indicate
a quantity belonging to the phonon ﬁeld, the phason ﬁeld and the
quasi-static electric ﬁeld, respectively.
2. Fundamental equations of piezoelasticity of quasicrystal
materials
Now, we present a summary of the time- domain, fundamental
three-dimensional equations of elasticity (Fan, 2011) with an
extension to quasi-static electric ﬁeld (Dökmeci and Altay, 2011)
for a region of quasicrystal continua. The ﬁnite and bounded regu-
lar region of quasicrystals in Kellogg’s, (1946) sense, X + oX with
its smooth boundary surface oX, a ﬁxed internal surface of discon-
tinuity S and closure X at time t = t0 is referred to by a ﬁxed system
of orthogonal coordinates hi in the Euclidean 3-D space N. The fun-
damental equations are stated in terms of the phonon, phason and
quasi-static electric ﬁeld quantities, excluding all polar, non-local,
thermal and similar effects. The phonon ﬁeld is analogous to the
displacement of crystals and its gradient is symmetric. The phason
ﬁeld describes the local arrangement of quasicrystals, and its gra-
dient is not symmetric. The total displacement ﬁeld is the direct
sum of the displacement ﬁelds. The fundamental equations are sta-
ted in differential form at the time interval T[t0, t1), namely
2.1. Divergence equations
Lim ¼ rji;j þ f i  qai ¼ 0 in X T ð2:1Þ
Lmi ¼ eijkrjk ¼ 0 in X T ð2:2Þ
Lip ¼ Hij;j þ gi  qbi ¼ 0 in X T ð2:3Þ
Le ¼ Di;i  qe ¼ 0 in X T ð2:4Þ
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themechanic ﬁeld as in classical piezoelectricity. In these equations,
rij 2 C10, ui 2 C12, f i 2 C00 and q 2 C00 stand for the symmetric pho-
non stress tensor, the phonondisplacement vector, the conventional
body force vector per unit volume of continuum, and the mass den-
sity of quasicrystal, respectively, eijk for the alternating tensor and
aið¼ €uiÞ, and also, Hij 2 C10, gi 2 C00 andwi 2 C12 for the asymmetric
phason stress tensor, which is symmetric for cubic quasicrystals
only, thegeneralizedbody forcevector and thephasondisplacement
vector, respectively, and bið¼ €wiÞ. Also, Di 2 C10 denotes the electric
displacement (i.e., electric ﬂux density or electric induction) vector
and qe 2 C00 the electric charge density.
2.2. Gradient equations
Lmij ¼ eij 
1
2
ðui;j þ uj;iÞ ¼ 0 in X T ð2:5Þ
Lpij ¼ wij wij ¼ 0 in X T ð2:6Þ
Lei ¼ ðEi þ /;iÞ ¼ 0 ð2:7Þ
Here, eij 2 C00 ,wij 2 C00, Ei 2 C00 and/ 2 C10 denote the symmet-
ric phonon deformation tensor (or the phonon strain tensor), the
asymmetric phason deformation tensor (or the phason strain ten-
sor), the electric ﬁeld vector and the electric potential, respectively.
2.3. Constitutive relations of quasicrystal continua
We state the principle of conservation of energy in an adiabatic
condition of the bounded regular region Xþ @X in the form@
@t
Z
X
ðkþuÞdV ¼
Z
@X
ðTi _uiþhi _wini/ _DiÞdSþ
Z
X
ðf i _ui þgi _wi _qe/ÞdV
ð2:8Þ
where u is the postulated internal energy density and k is the ki-
netic energy density, including the phonon and phason displace-
ments, in the form
k ¼ 1
2
qð _ui _ui þ _wi _wiÞ ð2:9Þ
Here, the wavelengths near the elastic waves, which are much
shorter than the electromagnetic wavelength of the same frequency,
are considered, and hence, the electric kinetic energy is omitted. This
assumption is certainly asaccurateasnecessary for aquasistaticelec-
tric ﬁeld, and it is obviouslywell borne out experimentally (e.g., Tier-
sten, 1969; Nelson, 1978). Eq. (2.9) states that the rate of increase of
total (kinetic plus internal) energy is equal to the rate at which the
work done by the conventional traction vector Tið¼ njrjiÞ and the
generalized traction vector hið¼ njHijÞ where ni is the unit outward
vector normal to the boundary surface @X, less the ﬂux of electric en-
ergy outward across the surface @X. In Eq. (2.8), the differentiation is
performedwith respect to timeby simplypermuting the integral and
differential operations because of the ﬁxed end points, the surface
tractions is replaced by the components of the phonon and phason
stress tensors and the rate of the kinetic energy by the components
of thephononandphasonﬁeldvectors. Then, thedivergence theorem
is applied to the regular region with the resultZ
X
q €ui _ui þ €wi _wi
 þ _u dV ¼ Z
X
rij _uj
 
;i þ Hij _wj
 
;i
 / _Di
 
;i
 	
dV
þ
Z
X
q f i _ui þ gi _wi
  _qe/ dV
ð2:10ÞHere, the conservation of mass (i.e., dðqdVÞ ¼ 0) is considered.
This equation is valid for any volume of continuum, and hence it
may be expressed by
_u ¼ rij;i þ qðf j  ajÞ
h i
_uj þ rij _uj;i þ Hij;i þ qðgj  bjÞ
h i
_wj
þ Hij _wj;i  / _Di;i  _qe
 
 _Di/;i ð2:11Þ
which is reduced to
_u ¼ rij _uj;i þ Hij _wj;i  /;i _Di ð2:12Þ
after considering the divergence equations (2.1)–(2.4). Replacing
the gradient of the electric potential by the electric ﬁeld and consid-
ering the symmetry of the phonon tensor in Eq. (2.2) together with
Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6), one ﬁnally obtains
_u ¼ rij _eij þ Hij _wij þ Ei _Di ð2:13Þ
This relation represents the ﬁrst law of thermodynamics for
quasicrystal continua.
Now, we deﬁne the piezooelastic enthalpy density H by
H ¼ u EiDi ð2:14Þ
and after differentiating this equation with respect to time, we
obtain
_H ¼ _u Ei _Di  _EiDi ð2:15Þ
The rate of internal energy from Eq. (2.13) is replaced into Eq.
(2.15) with the result
_H ¼ rij _eij þ Hij _wij  _EiDi ð2:16Þ
This equation evidently implies that the piezoelastic enthalpy
density is a function of the phonon and phason strain tensors
and the electric ﬁeld vector in the form
H ¼ Hðeij;wij; EiÞ: ð2:17Þ
The time differentiation of Eq. (2.17) is given by
_H ¼ @H
@eij
_eij þ @H
@wij
_wij þ @H
@Ei
_Ei ð2:18Þ
and combining this equation with Eq. (2.16), we have
rij  @H
@eij

 
_eij þ Hij  @H
@wij

 
_wij  Di þ @H
@Ei

 
_Ei ¼ 0 ð2:19Þ
which holds for arbitrary quantities, ð _eij; _wij; _EiÞ, and leads to the
constitutive relations of the form
Lijmc ¼ rij 
@H
@eij
¼ 0 in X T ð2:20Þ
Lijpc ¼ Hij 
@H
@wij
¼ 0 in X T ð2:21Þ
and
Liec ¼  Di þ
@H
@Ei

 
¼ 0 in X T: ð2:22Þ
Also, in a reversible process, the constitutive relations can be
expressed by a Legendre transformationW ðrij;Hij;DiÞ of the piezo-
elastic enthalphy density H ðeij;wij; EiÞ, that is, the complementary
enthalpy density W is deﬁned by
W ¼ rijeij þ Hijwij þ DiEi
 
 Hðeij;wij; EiÞ ð2:23Þ
The time derivative of the complementary enthalpy density is
written as
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@rij
_rij þ @W
@Hij
_Hij þ @W
@Di
_Di ð2:24Þ
which gives the alternative constitutive relations for a case when
the Hessian of the piezoeleastic enthalpy density function H does
not vanish as
eij ¼ 12
@W
@rij
þ @W
@rji

 
; wij ¼ @W
@Hij
; Ei ¼  @W
@Di
in X T ð2:25Þ
Likewise, the constitutive relations of quasicrystals can be ob-
tained for the thermoelasticity and electromagnetoelasticity of
quasicrystals (Mindlin, 1967, 1968; Altay and Dökmeci, 2010; Dök-
meci and Altay, 2011).
Now, we take a Taylor expansion of the piezoelastic enthalphy
function H in the neighbourhood of ðeij ¼ 0; wij ¼ 0; Ei ¼ 0Þ as
H ¼ 1
2
Cijkleijekl þ Kijklwijwkl  eijEiEj þ Rijkleijwkl þ Rklijwijekl
 
 eijkEiejk  eijkEiwjk
ð2:26Þ
Here, the expansion is truncated in quadratic terms, since the
symmetry relations of higher order terms are complicated due to
various non-crystallographic symmetries of the quasicrystal mate-
rials, as indicated by Shi (2005, 2007). Moreover, Hu et al. (1997)
showed that the piezoelectric effect may be due to either one of
the phonon and phason ﬁelds or both of the two ﬁelds.
The density function is inserted into Eqs. (2.20)–(2.22) and the
linear constitutive relations are obtained as
Lijmc ¼ rij  Cijklekl þ Rijklwkl  eijkEk
 
¼ 0 in X T ð2:27Þ
Lipc ¼ Hij  Kijklwkl þ Rklijekl  eijkEk
 
¼ 0 in X T ð2:28Þ
Liec ¼ Di  eijEj þ eijkejk þ eijkwjk
  ¼ 0 in X T ð2:29Þ
where, Cijkl; Kijkl; Rijkl; eijk and eijk stand for the phonon elastic,
phason elastic, phonon-phason coupling moduli, and eij for the
dielectric permittivity, respectively, and they satisfy the usual sym-
metry conditions of the form
Cijkl ¼ Cjikl ¼ Cijlk ¼ Cklij; Rijkl ¼ Rjikl; Kijkl ¼ Kklij;
eijk ¼ eikj; eijk ¼ eikj; eij ¼ eji in X T ð2:30Þ
and the positive-semideﬁnite conditions, namely
eijgigj P 0; C
ijklgijgkl P 0; K
ijklgijgkl P 0 in X T ð2:31Þ
for non-zero vector gi and non-zero tensors gij as well.
2.4. Boundary and initial conditions
Ljmr ¼ Tj  nirij ¼ 0 on @Xt  T; Lmui ¼ ui  ui ¼ 0 on @Xu  T
ð2:32Þ
Ljph ¼ hj  niHji ¼ 0 on @Xh  T; Lphi ¼ wi wi ¼ 0 on @Xw  T
ð2:33Þ
Led ¼ D  niDi ¼ 0 on @Xd  T; Le/ ¼ / / ¼ 0 on @X/  T
ð2:34Þ
and
Lmi ¼ ui hj; t0
 
 vi ðhjÞ ¼ 0; Lmi ¼ _ui hj; to
 
 ai ðhjÞ ¼ 0 in XðtoÞ
ð2:35Þ
Lpi ¼ wi hj; t0
 
 bi ðhjÞ ¼ 0; Lpi ¼ _wiðhj; toÞ  cpi ðhjÞ ¼ 0 in XðtoÞ
ð2:36ÞLe ¼ / hi; to
 
 aðhiÞ ¼ 0 in XðtoÞ ð2:37Þ
where an asterisk indicates the prescribed quantities.
The fundamental equations, (2.1)–(2.7), (2.20)–(2.22), (2.27)–
(2.29), comprise the forty-three equations governing the forty-
three dependent variables, that is, the phonon ﬁeld
Km ¼ fui; eij;rijg, the phason ﬁeld Kp ¼ fwi;wij;Hijg and the quasi-
static electric ﬁeld K ¼ f/; Ei;Dig, and hence, they are deterministic
and deﬁne an initial and mixed boundary value problem for the
piezoelasticity of a quasicrystal continuum.
2.5. Discontinuity in the ﬁeld variables
Now, consider the regular region Xþ @X with a ﬁxed internal
surface of discontinuity S, which splits the region into the
subregions Xa þ @Xa þ S with their boundary surface @Xa þ S. The
sub-regions are perfectly bonded, and hence, all the ﬁeld variables
undergo a jump (interface) across the internal surface S as follows
Ljdm ¼ mi½rij ¼ 0; Ljdp ¼ mi½Hij ¼ 0; Led ¼ mi½Di ¼ 0 on S T
ð2:38Þ
Ldmi ¼ ½ui ¼ 0; Ldpi ¼ ½wi ¼ 0; Lde ¼ ½/ ¼ 0 on S T ð2:39Þ
where mi is the unit outward vector normal to S and pointing to X2,
and it is assumed that the subregions have different quasicrystal
materials, and the bold-face brackets, [v] = v2v1 is adopted in or-
der to indicate the jump of a quantity across a surface of discontinu-
ity S.
3. Uniqueness of solutions
Now, we investigate the uniqueness in solutions of the funda-
mental equations of piezoelasticity of quasicrystals given in the
previous section. The fundamental equations have a unique e solu-
tion under the boundary and initial conditions (2.32)–(2.37). To
prove the uniqueness, we consider the possibility of two distinct
sets of admissible solutions, namely,
KðaÞ ¼ rij 2 C10;ui 2 C12; eij 2 C00;Hij 2 C10;wij 2 C00;wi 2 C12;Di

2 C10; Ei 2 C00;/ 2 C11
ðaÞ
ð3:1aÞ
The two sets of solutions, together with their derivatives are as-
sumed to exist and to be continuous functions of the coordinate hi
and time t in X T , and each of the solutions, which is initially
zero, independently satisﬁes the linear fundamental equations.
We denote the difference set of solutions in the form
K ¼ Kð2Þ Kð1Þ ð3:1bÞ
The difference set of solutions evidently satisﬁes the homoge-
neous fundamental equations due to their linearity, that is, the
homogeneous divergence equations (2.1)–(2.4) by
Ljm ¼ rij;i  qaj ¼ 0; Li ¼ eijkrjk ¼ 0 in X T ð3:2Þ
Ljp ¼ Hji;i  qbj ¼ 0 in X T ð3:3Þ
Le ¼ Di;i ¼ 0 in X T ð3:4Þ
the gradient equations (2.5)–(2.7), the constitutive relations (2.27)–
(2.29), and also, the homogeneous boundary conditions (2.32)–
(2.34) as
Ljmr ¼ nirij ¼ 0 on @Xt  T; Lmui ¼ ui ¼ 0 on @Xu  T ð3:5Þ
Ljph ¼ niHij ¼ 0 on @Xh  T; Lpwi ¼ wi ¼ 0 on @Xw  T ð3:6Þ
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Also, the homogeneous initial conditions (2.35)–(2.37) as
Lmi ¼ uiðhi; toÞ ¼ 0; Lmi ¼ _ui hj; t0
 
¼ 0 ð3:8Þ
Lpi ¼ wiðhi; toÞ ¼ 0; Lpi ¼ _wi hj; t0
 
¼ 0 ð3:9Þ
Le ¼ / hi; to
 
¼ 0 ð3:10Þ
are satisﬁed by the difference set of solutions.
With the help of the divergence equations (3.3)–(3.5), we form
an integral by non-zero ﬁeld variables as follows
I ¼
Z
T
dt
Z
X
rij;i  q€uj
 
_uj þ Hij;i  q€wj
 
_wj  _Di;i/
h i
dV ¼ 0 ð3:11Þ
which may be written as
I ¼
Z
T
dt
Z
X
rij _uj;i  Hij _wj;i þ _Di/;i þ rij _uj þ Hij _wj  _Di/
 
;i

 q €ui _ui þ €wi _wi
 	
dV ¼ 0 ð3:12Þ
We apply the divergence theorem to the regular region Xþ @X
and obtain the relation as
I ¼ IX  I@X ¼ 0 ð3:13Þ
with the denotations of the form
IX ¼
Z
T
dt
Z
X
rij _eij þ Hij _wij þ Ei _Di þ _k
 
dV ð3:14Þ
I@X ¼
Z
T
dt
Z
@X
ni rij _uj þ Hij _wj  _Di/
 
dS ð3:15Þ
Here, the rate of the kinetic energy form Eq. (2.9) and Eqs. (2.5)–
(2.7) for the difference system is considered. Inserting Eq. (2.12)
into Eq. (3.16), one obtains
I@X ¼
Z
T
dt
Z
@X
ni rij _uj þ Hijwj þ Di _/
 
dS
Z
@X
niD
i/

T
dS ð3:16Þ
The boundary and initial conditions (2.32)–(2.37) evidently ren-
der the integrands in Eq. (3.17) to zero, and hence, one writes
I ¼ IX ¼
Z
T
dt
Z
X
ð _uþ _kÞdV ¼
Z
T
ð _U þ _KÞdt ¼ 0 ð3:17Þ
which, after integration, takes the form
I ¼ Uðt1Þ þ Kðt1Þ  Uðt0Þ  Kðt0Þ ¼ Eðt1Þ  Eðt0Þ ¼ 0 ð3:18Þ
Here, U, K and E are the internal, kinetic and total energy of the
quasicrystal region with no singularities of any type, and they are
calculated from the densities k and u by integration. The densities
are positive deﬁnite, by deﬁnition, and initially zero, as are the to-
tal energy E for the difference set of solutions, namely
Eðt1Þ ¼ Eðt0Þ ¼ 0 ð3:19Þ
This clearly indicates a trivial solution for the difference set of
solutions as
K ¼ Kð2Þ Kð1Þ ¼ 0 ; Kð2Þ ¼ Kð1Þ ð3:20Þ
and the uniqueness is assured in solutions of the fundamental equa-
tions of the continuum. A theorem which enumerates the condi-
tions sufﬁcient to the uniqueness in solutions is stated as follows.
Theorem – Consider the regular, ﬁnite and bounded region
Xþ @X of a quasicrystal continuum, with a piecewise smooth
boundary surface @X, closure X at the time interval T. The region
is referred to by a ﬁxed right-handed system of orthogonalcoordinates hi in the three-dimensional Euclidean space N, and it
is set in motion by an application of assigned surface tractions
and charge and prescribed displacements and electric potential. Let
K ¼ rij 2 C10;ui 2 C12; eij 2 C00;Hij 2 C10;wij 2 C00;wi 2 C12;Di

2 C10; Ei 2 C00;/ 2 C11

ð3:21Þ
be an admissible state of single-valued continuous functions of hi
and t that satisﬁes the divergence equations (2.1)–(2.4), the gradi-
ent equations (2.5)–(2.7), the constitutive relations (2.27)–(2.29),
the boundary conditions (2.32)–(2.34), and the initial conditions
(2.35)–(2.37). Also, they satisfy the symmetry of the phonon stress
tensor (2.2) and the material coefﬁcients (2.30) and (2.31) as well as
the usual existence and continuity conditions of the ﬁeld variables
in the region. Then, if the admissible state K exits, it is unique, apart
from a rigid-body translation, provided that the kinetic and poten-
tial energies and the mass density are positive deﬁnite.
4. Variational principles of piezoelasticity of quasicrystal
continua
In this section we express the fundamental equations of piezo-
elasticity of quasicrystals in variational form as an alternative to
their differential form given in Section 2. With their well-known
features, some variational principles are formulated for a regular
region of piezoelectric quasicrystals without and with one or
more ﬁxed internal surface of discontinuity. As a point of depar-
ture, we start with a general principle of physics due to Hamilton
(1834, 1835) who presented it for the dynamics of a discrete
mechanical system. The principle was originally deduced from
D’Alembert’s principle by means of integration over time, and la-
ter, was extended by Kirchhoff (1876) to a continuous media. The
application of the principle to a ﬁnite region of continua always
leads to a variational principle, which is either an integral type
in case of conservative forces or a differential type otherwise. A
Hamiltonian’s type of variational principles generates the diver-
gence equations and the associated stress boundary conditions
only. The rest of the fundamental equations always remain as
its constraint conditions.
We now express Hamilton’s principle (e.g., Lanczos, 1986)
which states that the action integral is stationary between two in-
stants of time to and t1, for the regular region Xþ @X of quasicrys-
tals at the time interval T, namely
dLHfui;wig ¼ d
Z
T
Ldt þ
Z
T
dFdt þ
Z
T
dWdt ¼ 0 ð4:1Þ
Here, L is the Lagrangian function and dW is the virtual work
done by the external mechanical and electrical forces as
dL ¼ d
Z
X
Hðeij;wij; EiÞ  k
 
dV ð4:2Þ
dW ¼
Z
@X
Tidui þ hidwi þ Ddu
 
dS ð4:3Þ
dF ¼
Z
X
f idui þ gidwi  qed/
 
dS ð4:4Þ
An asterisk is placed upon d in the above equations so as to dis-
tinguish it from the variation operator d. We insert Eqs. (4.2)–(4.4)
into Eq. (4.1), execute the variations and integrate the kinetic en-
ergy term with respect to time t, and then we ﬁnally arrive at
the equation of the form
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Z
T
dt
Z
X
q €uiduiþ €widwi
  @H
@eij
deijþ @H
@wij
dwijþ@H
@Ei
dEi

  	
dV
þ
Z
X
q _uiduiþ _widwi
 jTdVþ
Z
T
dFdtþ
Z
T
dWdt¼0 ð4:5Þ
In this equation and henceforth, the variation and integration
operations are permuted for the time and volume integrals with
ﬁxed end points, and the principle of conservation of mass is con-
sidered [i.e., dðqdVÞ ¼ 0 ]. The gradient equations (2.5)–(2.7) and
the constitutive relations (2.20)–(2.22) are inserted into Eq. (4.5),
and the symmetry condition of the phonon stress tensor (2.2) is
used with the result
dLH ¼
Z
T
dt
Z
X
q €uidui þ €widwi  rijdui;j  Hijdwi;j  Didu;i
 h i
dV
þ
Z
T
dFdt þ
Z
T
dWdt ¼ 0 ð4:6Þ
Here, the constraint conditions of the form
dui ¼ dwi ¼ 0 in Xðt0Þ&Xðt1Þ ð4:7Þ
are imposed, which is customary in the use of Hamilton’s principle.
The variational integral (4.6) is expressed as
dLH ¼
Z
T
dt
Z
X
q €uidui þ €widwi
  rijduj ;i þ rij;iuj  Hijdwi ;j

þ Hij;jdwi  Did/
 
;i
þ Di;id/
 	
dV þ
Z
T
dFdt þ
Z
T
dWdt ¼ 0
ð4:8Þ
Applying the divergence theorem to the regular region Xþ @X
in Eq. (4.8), and combining the terms in the surface integral, one
ﬁnally obtains a three-ﬁeld variational principle as
dLHfKHg ¼
Z
T
dt
Z
X
rij;i þ f j  q€uj
 
duj þ Hij;j þ gi  q €wi
 
dwi
h
þ Di;i  qe
 
d/
i
dV þ
Z
T
dt
Z
@X
Ti  njrji
 
dui
h
þ hi  njHji
 
dwi þ D  niDi
 i
dS ð4:9Þ
in a compact form by
dLHfKHg ¼
Z
T
dt
Z
X
Limdui þ Lipdwi þ Ledu
 
dV
þ
Z
T
dt
Z
@X
Limrdui þ Liphdwi þ Ledd/
 
dS ¼ 0 ð4:10Þ
with their admissible state by
KH ¼ fui;wi;/g ð4:11Þ
in terms of the denotations deﬁned in Eqs. (2.1)–(2.4) and Eqs.
(2.32)–(2.34).
The variational principle (4.9) and (4.10) leads to the divergence
equations and the natural boundary conditions, as its Euler–
Lagrange equations. The rest of the fundamental equations remain
as its constraint (subsidiary) conditions. This principle (4.10) is
readily expressed in the form
dLG K
ð1Þ
H [Kð2ÞH
n o
¼
X2
a¼1
dLðaÞH ¼ 0 ð4:12Þ
with its admissible state as
KðaÞH ¼ fui;wi;/gðaÞ ð4:13Þ
for the regular region Xþ @Xwith a ﬁxed internal surface of discon-
tinuity S. The region is split by the surface S into the subregions
Xa þ @Xa þ S with their boundary surface @Xa þ S. Each subregion
has different quasicrystal material and both the subregions are per-
fectly bonded at their interfaces S. The ﬁeld variables undergo ajump across the internal surface S as given by Eqs. (2.38) and
(2.39). The three-ﬁeld variational principle (4.12) generates the
divergence equations and the associated stress boundary conditions
as in Eq. (4.10), and it has the constraint conditions of Eq.(4.10) and
the interface conditions as well.
The constraint conditions are generally undesirable in computa-
tion. The variational principles with as few constraint conditions as
possible, and especially those operating on all the ﬁeld variables
are of special importance. Thus, the trial (or shape, coordinate)
functions can be chosen simply and freely in a direct method of
approximate solutions. Some of the constraint conditions of the
Hamiltonian variational principles (4.9), (4.10), and (4.12) can be
removed. To remove the constraint conditions, we apply an invol-
utory transformation and introduce the dislocation potentials (e.g.,
Fraeijs De Veubeke, 1973; Dökmeci, 2010). Thus, each constraint as
a zero times a Lagrange multiplier is introduced in the form
D11 ¼
Z
T
dt
Z
X
kijmL
m
ij þ kijpLpij þ kieLei
 
dV
K22 ¼
Z
T
dt
Z
@Xu
kimL
mu
i dSþ
Z
@Xw
kipL
pw
i dSþ
Z
@X/
keL

e/dS
" #
Dd ¼
Z
T
dt
Z
S
kidmL
dm
i þ kidpLdpi þ kdeLde
 
dS ð4:14Þ
Here, the denotations of Eqs. (2.5)–(2.7), (2.32)–(2.34), and
(2.39) are used. Also, the Lagrange parameters, ðkijm; kim; kidmÞ,
ðkijp; kip; kidpÞ and ðkie; ke; kdeÞ, are deﬁned. The dislocation potentials
are added into the variational integral (4.12) as
dLG ¼
X2
a¼1
dLH þ dDbb
 a
þ dDd ¼ 0 ð4:15Þ
for each of the subregions.
As before, taking the variations, considering the Lagrangemultipli-
ers as independent variables, integratingbypartswith respect to time,
and using the generalized version of Green’s theorem of the formZ
XS
vi;idV ¼
I
@X
nividS
Z
S
mi½vidS ð4:16Þ
we arrive at the variational equation of the form
dLG ¼
X2
a¼1
dLm ðui; eij; kijm; kimÞ
h i
þ dLp ðwi;wij; kijp; kipÞ
h in
þ dLe ð/; Ei; kei ; keÞ
 ðaÞ þ dLs ui; kimd;wi; kipd;/; kedn o ¼ 0 ð4:17Þ
Here, the denotations of the form
dLam ¼
Z
T
dt
Z
X
 @H
@eij
deij þ dkijmLmij þ kijmdeij þ kijm;iduj þ qðf i  aiÞdui
 	
dV

þ
Z
T
dt
Z
@Xu
dkimL
mu
i þ kimdui
 
dSþ
Z
T
dt
Z
@Xt
Ti  njkjim
 
duidS
ðaÞ
ð4:18Þ
dLap ¼
Z
T
dt
Z
X
 @H
@wij
dwij þ dkijpLpij þ kijpdwij þ kijp;jdwi

þqðgi  biÞdwi
i
dV þ
Z
T
dt
Z
@Xw
dkipL
pw
i þ kipdwi
 
dS
þ
Z
T
dt
Z
@Xh
hi  njkjip
 
dwidS
)ðaÞ
ð4:19Þ
dLae ¼
Z
T
dt
Z
X
 @H
@Ei
dEi þ dkieLei þ kiedEi  kie;id/þ qed/
 	
dV

þ
Z
T
dt
Z
@X/
dkeL

e/ þ ked/
 
dSþ
Z
T
dt
Z
@Xd
D  nikie
 
d/dS
)ðaÞ
ð4:20Þ
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dLs ¼
Z
T
dt
Z
S
dkimd½uiþdkipd½wiþdked½/
n o
þ
Z
T
dt
Z
S
X2
a¼1
þ kjmdþmikijmðaÞ
 
duðaÞj þ kipdþmikijpðaÞ
 
dwðaÞj þ kedmikieðaÞ
 
d/ðaÞ
n o
ð1ÞðaÞ:
ð4:21Þ
are deﬁned. Substituting Eqs. (4.18)–(4.21) into Eq. (4.17), the
Lagrangian multipliers are identiﬁed by
kijm ¼
@H
@eij
¼ rij; kim ¼ njkjim ¼ njrji ¼ Ti; kjmd ¼ mikijmðaÞ
¼ mi < rij >
kijp ¼
@H
@wij
¼ Hij; kim ¼ njkjip ¼ njHji ¼ hi; kjpd ¼ mikijpðaÞ
¼ mi < Hij > ð4:22Þ
and
kie ¼
@H
@Ei
¼ Di; ke ¼ nikie ¼ niDi; ked ¼ mikieðaÞ
¼ mi < Di > ð4:23Þ
since the volumetric variations are arbitrary in the volume and the
surface variations on the boundary and interface surfaces. The La-
grange multipliers in Eq. (4.23) are inserted in Eqs. (4.18)–(4.21)
and then, into Eq. (4.17) to obtain a uniﬁed variational principled of
the form
dLAfKAg ¼
X2
a¼1
dLmfKmg þ dLpfKpg þ dLefKeg
 ðaÞ þ dDD ¼ 0
ð4:24Þ
Here, we deﬁne
DD ¼
Z
T
dt
Z
S
mi ½rij < duj >  < drij > ½uj þ ½Hij < dwi >
n
 < dHij > ½wi þ ½Di < d/ >  < dDi > ½/ dS ¼ 0 ð4:25Þ
with its admissible state by
KA ¼ Km [ Kp [Ke; Km ¼ ui; eij;rij
 
;
Kp ¼ fwi;wij;Hijg; Ke ¼ f/; Ei;Dig ð4:26Þ
Also, the phonon, phason and electric quantities of the form
fl
dLmfKmg ¼
Z
T
dt
Z
X
ðLimdui þ Lmij drij þ Lijmceij
n o
dV
þ
Z
T
dt
Z
@Xr
LimrduidSþ
Z
T
dt
Z
@Xmu
Lmui njdr
jidS
dLpfKpg ¼
Z
T
dt
Z
X
ðLipdwi þ LpijdHij þ Lijpcwij
n o
dV
þ
Z
T
dt
Z
@Xh
LiphdwidSþ
Z
T
dt
Z
@Xpw
Lpwi njdH
jidS
dLefKeg ¼
Z
T
dt
Z
X
ðLed/þ Lei dDi þ LiecEi
n o
dV
þ
Z
T
dt
Z
@Xd
Ledd/dSþ
Z
T
dt
Z
@X/
Le/nidD
idS ð4:27Þ
are deﬁned in terms of the denotations in Eqs. (2.1)–(2.4), Eqs.
(2.5)–(2.7), Eqs. (2.20)–(2.22), Eqs. (2.32)–(2.34) and Eqs. (2.38)
and (2.39). The variational principle (4.24) leads to all the equations
of each region and the jump conditions on the interface of theregions under the symmetry of the phonon stress tensor (2.2) and
the initial conditions (2.35)–(2.37) for each region.
Uniﬁed variational principle- Let Xþ @Xþ S denote a regular, ﬁ-
nite and bounded region of a quasicrystal continuum, with its
piecewise smooth boundary surface @X and a ﬁxed internal surface
S as
@Xð¼ @Xu [ @Xt ¼ @Xw [ @Xh ¼ @Xd [ @X/; @Xu \ @Xt
¼ @Xw \ @Xh ¼ @X/ \ @Xd ¼ ;Þ
and its closure X. Then, of all the admissible states that satisfy the
initial conditions, (3.5)–(3.7), the symmetry of the phonon stress
tensor (1b) and also the usual existence, continuity and differentia-
bility conditions of the ﬁeld variables, if and only if, that admissible
state which satisﬁes the divergence equations ((2.1)–(2.4)), the gra-
dient equations (2.5)–(2.7), the constitutive relations, (2.20)–(2.22),
and the boundary conditions, (2.32)–(2.34) for each subregion of
the regular region, is determined by the uniﬁed variational princi-
ple, dLAfKAg = 0 in (4.24), as its Euler–Lagrange equations. Con-
versely, if these equations are identically met, the eighteen-ﬁeld
variational principle is evidently satisﬁed.
Lastly, we extend the variational principle (4.24) for the regular
region with N ﬁxed internal surface of discontinuity as follows
dLDfKDg ¼
XN
n¼1
ð dLmfKmg þ dLpfKpg þ dLefKeg ÞðnÞ þ dLSD ¼ 0
ð4:28Þ
where
dLS ¼
Z
T
dt
XN1
n¼1
Z
S
mi ½rij < duj >  < drij > ½uj þ ½Hij < dwj >


 < dHij > ½wi þ ½Di < d/ >  < dDi > ½/dS
ðnÞ
¼ 0 ð4:29Þ
which generates all the equations of each subregion and associated
interface conditions under the symmetry of the phonon stress ten-
sor and the initial conditions.
5. Some concluding remarks
In this work we generalize the theory of elasticity of quasicrys-
tals, and we introduce a theory in order to govern the physical re-
sponse of piezoelectric quasicrystals in the linear elastic range,
excluding polar, non-local, thermal, magnetic and similar effects.
We develop the three-dimensional fundamental equations in
differential and variational invariant forms for the piezoelasticity
of a regular region of quasicrystals. The fundamental equations,
which are applicable to all quasicrystals, are deterministic and
the associated initial-boundary value problems are well posed. A
theorem of uniqueness is proved in solutions of the fundamental
equations, including the sufﬁcient boundary and initial conditions.
A three-ﬁeld variational principle is obtained from Hamilton’s
principle under some constraint conditions, and then, the principle
is modiﬁed by means of an involutory transformation so as to de-
rive a variational principle operating on all the ﬁeld variables. Also,
a uniﬁed variational principle is obtained for the region of quasi-
crystals with one or more ﬁxed internal surfaces of discontinuity.
The uniﬁed variational principle generates, as its Euler–Lagrange
equations, all the fundamental equations of piezoelasticity of
quasicrystals, including the interface conditions on the discontinu-
ity surfaces, under the symmetry condition of the phonon stress
tensor and the initial conditions. The resulting equations are quite
general, they agree with and recover some of earlier theories of
elasticity of quasicrystals, and they can be readily reduced to the
fundamental equations of piezoelasticity of one-, two- and three-
3262 G. Altay, M. Cengiz Dökmeci / International Journal of Solids and Structures 49 (2012) 3255–3262dimensional quasicrystals by simply omitting some terms of the
quasi-static electric ﬁeld and/or the phason ﬁeld (cf., Dökmeci,
1973).
The fundamental equations, which are expressible in any desir-
able system of orthogonal curvilinear coordinates, may be used
through simultaneous approximation upon all the ﬁeld variables
in a direct method of solutions, and they pave the way to the forth-
coming study of quasicrystal structural elements, important dislo-
cation, fracture, interface and similar problems of both elasticity
and piezoelasticity of quasicrystals.
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